
 

 

Key Words 

History words – past, present, future, diary, history, London, Thames, Samuel Pepys, baker, Pudding Lane. 

English – National Curriculum / Skills Overview 

Reading 

Word Reading 

 Apply phonic knowledge and skills as the route to decode words 

 Respond speedily with the correct sound to graphemes (letters or 
groups of letters) for all 40+ phonemes, including, where applicable, 
alternative sounds for graphemes. 

 Read accurately by blending sounds in unfamiliar words containing 
GPCs (grapheme-phoneme correspondence) that have been taught. 

 Read books aloud, accurately, that are consistent with their 
developing phonic knowledge and that do not require them to use 
other strategies to work out words. 

 Reread these books to build up their fluency and confidence in word 
reading. 

 Read words with contractions [for example, I’m, I’ll, we’ll], and 
understand that the apostrophe represents the omitted letter(s). 

Daily differentiated Read, Write, Inc sessions with a strong focus on decoding 
‘alien words’.  
 
Daily reading for pleasure session – discuss the stories and link to their own 
experiences.  
 
Twice a week – individual comprehensions based on the ‘PIRA’ assessments 
used and comprehensions based on the ‘Dandelion Readers’ books. 
 
Three times a week fluency sessions that focus on:  

 Recognising different punctuation and using this to put expression into 
their reading.  

 Teaching the children to read contractions and reading texts with 
contractions. [for example, I’m, I’ll, we’ll] 

 Reading for meaning – reading texts and drawing pictures. 

 Modelling reading with expression. 

 Continue reading words with taught prefixes and suffixes.  



 Continue to read words containing taught GPCs and –s, –es, –ing, –ed, 
–er and –est endings. 

  
Comprehension 

 Discussing word meanings, linking new meanings to those already 
known. 

 Drawing on what they already know or on background information 
and vocabulary provided by the teacher. 

 Discussing the significance of the title and events. 
 Participate in discussion about what is read to them, taking turns and 

listening to what others say. 
 Explain clearly their understanding of what is read to them. 
 Checking that the text makes sense to them as they read, and 

correcting inaccurate reading. 
 

 
Pie Corbett story re-tell of “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” by Eric Carle. 
Read “The Bad Tempered Ladybird”, to support the teaching of the days of 
the week. 
 

  



Writing 
Spelling 

 Words containing each of the 40+ phonemes already taught. 

 Common exception words. 

 Naming the letters of the alphabet in order. 

 Using the spelling rule for adding –s or –es as the plural marker for 
nouns and the third person singular marker for verbs 

 Using –ing, –ed, –er and –est where no change is needed in the 
spelling of root words.  

 Write from memory simple sentences dictated by the teacher that 
include words using the GPCs and common exception words taught so 
far. 

 Spelling the days of the week, including capital letters. 

 Using letter names to distinguish between alternative spellings of the 
same sound. 

 Using the prefix un- . 
 

Composition 

 Saying out loud what they are going to write about. 

 Composing a sentence orally before writing it. 

 Sequencing sentences to form short narratives. 

 Re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense. 

 Discuss what they have written with the teacher or other pupils. 

 Read their writing aloud, clearly enough to be heard by their peers 
and the teacher. 

Vocabulary, grammar and punctuation 

 Leaving finger spaces between words. 

 Joining words and joining clauses using ‘and’. 

 

 

 Daily differentiated Phonics. 

 Weekly spelling tests following phonic spelling patterns and common 

exception words. Use Spelling Shed Scheme. Spell numbers from zero 

to twenty correctly. Dictation of sentences to consolidate punctuation 

and spelling skills. 

 Discreet Spelling Punctuation and Grammar lessons. Revisit suffixes –

ed, -ing –er, –est and plurals. 

Introduce the prefix un-. 

 Teach spelling of days of the week through “Jasper’s Beanstalk” and 

“The Hungry Caterpillar”. 

 The story” Jasper’s Beanstalk” will be used to support teaching about 

plants in Science. Children will sequence the story events and retell it. 

  “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” – Pie Corbett Storytelling Unit. Children 

will innovate the story and write their own version using their ideas. 

 Character descriptions based on Samuel Pepys and their own story 

characters. 

 Shared modelled writing of fact files/reports on plants, seasons and 

first-hand experience or visit. 

 Diary entries based on The Great Fire of London. 

 Re-reading, editing and improving own independent writing. 

 

 



 Punctuate sentences using a capital letter and a full stop, question 
mark. 

 Using a capital letter for names of people, places and the personal 
pronoun ‘I’. 

 Use capital letters when writing the days of the week. 

 Use the grammatical terminology in English appendix 2 when 
discussing their writing. 

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335190/English_Appendix_2_-_Vocabulary_grammar_and_punctuation.pdf


Maths – National Curriculum / Skills (cross curricular links) 
 

Overview 

 Recognise and use language relating to dates, including days of the week. 

 Sequence events in chronological order using language (e.g. before and 
after, next, first, today, yesterday, tomorrow, morning, afternoon and 
evening). 

 Tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a 
clock face to show these times. 

 Measure, begin to record lengths and heights using non-standard and 
standard units of measure.  

 Compare, describe and solve practical problems for time e.g. faster, 
quicker, slower, minutes, seconds, hours. 

 Measure, begin to record time 

 

Learn the order and spellings of the days of the week. (English link) 
Learn to spell the numbers to 20. (English link) 
Retell the story of “The Hungry Caterpillar” and “Jasper’s Beanstalk”. (English 
link) 
Re-tell “The Bad Tempered Ladybird”, put the times correctly onto the clocks. 
(English link) 
Measure and compare the height of different plants using non-standard and 
standard units of measure. (Science link. Some aspects to be covered in 
Maths lessons. The language of height and length has been covered earlier in 
the year).  
In Athletics events, discuss who was the fastest, slowest, who was faster than 
etc. 
Time focus, e.g. how long it takes to complete an activity. Discuss if we will 
time this in minutes, hours or seconds. 
Using the sand timers see what activities can be completed in a minute. (PE 

link) 

  



Science – National Curriculum / Skills Overview  

Key Vocabulary: 

Science words: 
Seasonal Changes: Weather (sunny, rainy, windy, snowy etc.), seasons (winter, summer, spring, autumn), sun, sunrise, sunset, day length 

Plants: Leaf, flower, blossom, petal, fruit, berry, root, seed, trunk, branch, stem, bark, stalk, bud. Name of trees in the local area. Names of garden and wild 
flowering plants in the local area. 
Animals including Humans: Parts of the body, Senses, touch, see, smell, taste, hear, fingers (skin), eyes, nose, ear and tongue.  
 

Plants 

 Identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, 

including deciduous and evergreen trees. 

 Identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common 

flowering plants, including trees. 

 

Animals including Humans 

 Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body and 

say which part of the body is associated with each sense. 

 

Seasonal Changes 

 Observe changes across the four seasons. 

 Observe and describe changes in weather across the four seasons and 

how the day length varies. 

 

Working Scientifically 

 Observing closely, using simple equipment. 

 Identifying and classifying. 

 Gathering and recording data. 

“Jasper’s Beanstalk” by Nick Butterworth. 
Sequence events (Maths and English link) 

 Plant a variety of seeds and watch them grow (Working Scientifically – 
observing closely using a variety of simple equipment. Gathering and recording 
data to help in answering questions. Maths link – measuring using non-
standard and standard units of measure). 

 Look closely at a variety of fruit and vegetables, collect the seeds and plant 
them. (Working Scientifically - observing closely using simple equipment, using 
observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions).  

 Go for a walk in Ormesby Woods, collect leaves, sort them and name the trees. 
(Working Scientifically- identifying and classifying) 

 Look carefully at the structure of the trees and label the main features, trunk, 
roots, branch, leaves and blossom. 

 Look carefully at a variety of common garden and wild plants. Learn the names 
of the plants. Handle the plants, looking at the roots, stem, leaf, petal, flower, 
bud. Dig up plants from the woodland area (dandelions) and look at potted 
plants. Use magnifying glasses to look at the different parts of the plants. 
Encourage the children to take them apart and reassemble them.  

 Investigate the senses – senses day carrousel. (Working Scientifically - use 
their observations and ideas to suggest answers to simple questions).  

 Senses Art link. 

 Label the parts of the body, draw around children and label the body parts.  



 Using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions. 

 Performing simple tests. 

 Asking simple questions and recognising they can be answered in 

different ways. 
 

 Go on a spring and summer walk around Ormesby Woods. 

 Discuss seasonal changes and the clothes we wear. 

 Continue to study a tree in the school grounds as a class. Revise the main 
features of the tree.  Make an observational drawing of the tree (this will 
be repeated in each season).  Talk about how it has changed since we last 
looked closely at it.  

 Daily weather observations will be recorded by the class. 

History – National Curriculum/ Skills Overview 

 To learn about events beyond living memory that are significant 
nationally. 

 To learn about the lives of significant individuals in the past. 

 To understand how we can find out about the past. 
 To be aware that these are factual events.

 Learn about the events of the Great Fire of London and 
sequence them.  

 Become aware of how we know about this event (diary and 
artefacts). 

 To learn about Samuel Pepys and how his diary is significant 
in finding out about the fire. 

 Use Espresso ‘The Great Fire of London’ videos develop 
understanding. 

 Twinkl – The Great Fire of London interactive game – Tom 
Porter’s Diary. 

Design Tech – National Curriculum/ Skills Overview 

Olympics 2021 
Cooking and nutrition 
 To learn the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to prepare dishes 

 

Link to Olympics 2021 and keeping healthy (science and PSHE link). 
Look at what we mean by a healthy and varied diet. Learn about the      
food groups that contribute to a balanced diet, design a packed lunch.  
Design and make a healthy pizza. Choose and prepare own toppings. 

  



Art – National Curriculum/ Skills Overview 

 Be able to choose materials to print a picture and explain their 

choices. 

 Experiment with line, shape, form and shading to create 

different effects. 

 Look at the work of a famous artist and make links with their own 

work. 

 Senses Art (linked with Science) Feel your object and draw it 
without looking. Mark making to sounds and different styles of 
music. Creating a range of textures using materials 

 Look at the work of a famous artist and make links with their 
own work  
Study Van Gogh ‘Sunflowers’, ‘Irises’, ‘Almond Blossom’. 

 Paint familiar objects using mixing and matching skills 
Observational paintings of trees, plants and flowers in our 
locality (seasons link).  

 Make a clean print and make a repeated pattern  
 Printmaking flowers (Andy Warhol reference) 
 The Great Fire of London art. Colour mixing and printmaking fire 

shapes and colours – silhouette art. 
 Look at the structure of Tudor houses and build from junk 

materials.  

Computing – National Curriculum/ Skills Overview 

 To understand what algorithms are and how algorithms are 

implemented as programs on digital devices. 

 Create and debug simple programs. 

 Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs. 

 Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate 

and retrieve digital content. 

To program a Bee-Bot.  

 To change/cancel the program on the Bee-Bot. 

 Follow pictorial and simple written instructions to predict the 
movements of the bee-bot and other basic ICT games. 

Maths link – forwards, backwards, quarter turn and half turn. 

 Children to take photographs of their seeds germinating and store 
the photographs. Retrieve the pictures and sequence them as a 
record of the seeds growth. (Science link) 

 Take photographs of a tree in each season, store the 
photographs in a    named file. Retrieve the photographs to 
study in Science.    



Music – National Curriculum/ Skills Overview 

 To use their voice expressively and creatively by singing songs and 
speaking chants and rhymes. 

 To play un-tuned instruments musically. 
 To listen with concentration and understanding to a range of music. 
 To experiment with sounds using inter-related dimensions of music. 

 

Tees Valley music service – “Snappy Classroom” 

 Use voice, body percussion and un-tuned percussion to listen to, learn 

and perform songs. Explore rhythm, beat and basic dynamics.  

 Explore how changing aspects can affect the overall sound of the 

music played.  

 Link with Art – mark making to a range of music. 

Physical Ed – National Curriculum/ Skills Overview 

Dance 

 To master basic movements to develop balance, agility and co-

ordination and begin to apply these to a range of activities. 

Athletics 

 To engage in co-operative physical activities, in a range of increasingly 

challenging situations. 

 

 Summer 1 – Dance Coach 
 

 Sports Day activities 
 Time circuit activities and team/paired games. How many can we do in 

a minute? How long does it take to complete a given activity? (Maths 
link, use comparative language e.g.; fastest, slower, faster, first, 
second, third). 

 

  



PSHE– National Curriculum/ Skills Overview 

Healthy  Me ( Summer 1) 

 Know the difference between healthy and unhealthy, and some ways 

of how to be healthy. 

 Know how to make healthy lifestyle choices. 

 Know how to keep clean and healthy. 

 Understand how germs cause disease/illness. 

 Understand that all household products including medicines can be 

harmful if not used properly. 

 Understand medicines can help if someone is ill and how to use them 

safely. 

 Know how to keep safe when crossing the road and people who can 

help them stay safe. 

 

Changing Me (Summer 2) 

 Understand that changes happen as we grow and that is okay. 

 Recognise changes in themselves. 

 Identify the parts of the body that make boys different to girls and use 
the correct terms. 

 Understand that some parts of the body are private. 

 Talk about changes that have happened to them. 

Links to Science and DT 
Following Jigsaw lesson plans and resources “Healthy Me” 

 I feel good about myself when I make healthy choices. 

 I am special so I keep myself safe. 

 I know some ways to help myself when I feel poorly. 

 I can recognise when I feel frightened and know who to ask for help. 

 I can recognise how being healthy helps me to feel happy. 
 

Following Jigsaw lesson plans and resources “Changing Me” 
 I understand that changes happen as we grow and that this is OK. 
 I know that changes are OK and that sometimes they will happen 

whether I want them to or not. 
 I understand that growing up is natural and that everyone grows at 

different rates. 
 I respect my body and understand which parts are private. 
 I enjoy learning new things. 
 I know some ways to cope with changes. 

 

  



RE – National Curriculum/ Skills Overview 

How do both Jews and Christians think the world was created? 

 To respond thoughtfully to basic ideas about God as Creator. 
How do Jews worship at home? 

 To demonstrate some understanding of the special place of the 
home in Jewish family life. 

 To recognise some of the marks of the Jewish family home 

 To describe and respond thoughtfully to some aspects of special 
celebrations. 

 

“Wonderful Earth” by Nick Butterworth. 
Judaism themed day(s) 

 Looking at Jewish artefacts/ The Torah/special clothing 
 Making and tasting Matzah bread. Making a Torah scroll (look at the 

shapes within Hebrew writing) 
 Read the Passover Story.  
 Understand how Passover is celebrated in the home.  
 Watch “The Prince of Egypt”. 

 

British Values Debate & Discussion 
Opportunities 

Trips and Experiences Possible Linked Texts 

An acceptance that other 
people are free to choose 
different faiths/beliefs and 
this is protected in law. 

 PSED - How can we keep 
ourselves healthy? 

 How can we respect our bodies? 

 How can I recognise when I need 
to ask for help? 

 How can I cope with challenges? 

 Growth mindset. 

 R.E. -the similarities and 
differences between the Jewish 
Passover traditions and those of 
Christian or secular celebrations 
in the home. 

 P.E. –characteristics of a good 
competitor. Managing 
expectations, winning and losing. 

Judaism Day. 

Spring and summer walk. 

Summer picnic. 

Sports Day. 

 

Jasper’s Beanstalk. 

Wonderful Earth by Nick  

Butterworth. 

Jack and the Beanstalk. 

Non-Fiction Great Fire of London. 

Science Texts. 

The Prince of Egypt. 

 


